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We are Team 7341 - F.R.E.N.C.H. F.R.I.E.S. (Friendly, Reliable, Energetic, Nerdy, Classy, Heros, proFessional, 

gRacious, engIneering, tEamwork, FIRST). We are a Girl Scout team and this year we have 3 members who 

attend different schools. This year we are celebrating  our  teams 10th year of FIRST Fun.  

 

One team member attends Titusville High School, One team member attends Space Coast Jr/Sr High),  the 

last team member attends Jackson Middle School. The girls are members of the same troops within the 

Ohana Girl Scout Community. As Girls Scouts we believe in sharing our knowledge with others and mak-

ing the world a better place.  Two of our team members started their FIRST journey as members of our 

sister FIRST LEGO League Explorer  B.E.E.s team, then progressed to the FIRST LEGO League Challenge 

C.A.K.E. B.A.T.T.E.R.S  team and now are part of the FIRST Tech Challenge Team F.R.EN.C.H. F.R.I.E.S. 
 

Our team’s biggest obstacle are overcoming the fear of programming, driving the robot so we do not run 

into other robots and connecting with the technical community. We have fun driving, sharing and work-

ing together and with others. 

 

We had fun coming up with two different t-shirt design for the State Championship 2023. 

We are looking forward to having members of the C.A.K.E. B.A.T.T.E.R.S. 

team move up to our team. 

February 22, 2023 Elle 

A score during Autonomous!! 
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Elle 

Elle 

Ayla 

I am Ayla and in 7th grade attending Jackson Middle School. This is my 

first year in robotics . I like to build and  put together robots. I  like to 

play musical instruments and I like to play with my 

best friend and play with  my puppy Luna and cud-

dle with my cat Mimi.  I want to be a musician 

when I grow up.  

 

Builder, coach and drive 2 (all non-driving con-

trols) and learning programming. 

Renee 

I am Renee and in 7th grade attending Space Coast Jr/Sr High School. I 

have been in robotics for 6 years and started in FIRST LEGO League Jr. 

and worked through the FIRST program. I like to create  crafts, and paint. 

I love to play with my two dogs Shelby and Cookie 

and cat Mia. Also I love cats and when I grows up I 

want to be a Veterinarian.  

 

Builder,  driver 2 (all non-driving controls) and 

learning programming 

I am Elle and a sophomore  at Titusville High School.  I have been a member of 

the FIRST Family for 7 years; where our team 

FIRST LEGO League Jr. Team went to WORLD 

competition in St. Louis. I love to cook and  I am 

working to become a chef.  I also like to work on 

and learn about cars. 

 

Builder, and driver 1 (all driving controls) 
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Our journey begins with a budget and the search for grants. We have been 

very fortunate to receive the following grants: Girl Scout STEM, FPL, NASA, 

Lockheed. The  Girl Scouts of Citrus allow us to use the FTC parts they had 

from a previous team. Thank you to all our supporters. We would like to 

thank all our supporters. 

 

We would also like to thank Mr. Louis for all the help in building the special 

parts for our robot and all  our parents for t he continual support.  

Miss Caroline 
(coach) 

Miss Tracy 
(coach) 

Mr. Louis 

Miss Emily 

Miss Jessica 

Miss Chelsea 

Miss Shavani  

Mr. Mike 

Mr. Barry 

Google 
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Strategy  Actions  Responsibility  Planned  

Prepare the Team to learn JAVA  Teach the girls JAVA  programming Team Mentor  Continual 

Plan and implement STEAM Activity day  Get girls interested in STEAM careers  Team March 2023 

Work with the B.E.E.s and C.A.K.E.  

B.A.T.T.E.R.S. 

Keep the girl interest in robots so they 

would want to move up in the FIRST 

Program 

Team  Continual 

Introduction  

We currently have three robotics teams which support each other. The girls start out participating on Team 
B.E.E.s (FIRST LEGO League Explorer Program) , then  graduate to Team C.A.K.E. B.A.T.T.E.R.S (FIRST LEGO League 
Challenge Program)  and finally moving up to  Team F.R.E.N.C.H. F.R.I.E.S. (FIRST Tech Challenge Program). Note, 
you do not have to participate is all three, but are encouraged to continue once have joined a team.  

  

We have participated in the FIRST® Tech Challenge program for the last 10 years, and our world is ever changing 
as the we progress through school and graduate with success. With the skills that we have learned as a team, 
our graduating seniors are ready to conquer any challenge they meet out in the world.  

  

Our Mission Statement  

We know that in DISCOVERY we learn new things, INNOVATION is when we improve on things that make an IM-
PACT on someone’s everyday life. We strive for INCLUSION to make our TEAMWORK better.  With this we will 
build a functional and sleek robot, create an educational engineering portfolio to share, and spread the word 
about FIRST.  Most of all we want to have FUN 

  

Recruiting New Team Members  

We recruit new team members at all our outreach events using the following guidelines:  

• Must be a or want to join Girl Scouts  

• Must be interested in learning new things  

• Must be willing to work hard 

• Must want to have fun 

• No previous robotics experience necessary  

  

F.R.E.N.C.H. F.R.I.E.S. Online Links 

• Team Website: https://girlscouteverywhere.org/GSBasics/french-fries 

  

Social Media 

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FTCTeam7341  

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/ FTC_FRENCHFRIES 

• Instagram: http://instagram.com/frenchfries  

 

We have overn1,800 followers and growing on Instagram, 1,500 followers and 
growing on Twitter and our Facebook and webpage is open for anyone to view. We are happy to share with 
other team from all over the world. 

Blast from the past 

Ayla 

Elle as a FLL’ers 
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Team 7341 - F.R.E.N.C.H. F.R.I.E.S.   2020-2021 Budget 

Category 
Estimate   

Income Estimated Income Notes 

Grants    

Lockheed Martin   $750.00 Grant 

Florida Power & Light $1000.00 Grant 

NASA GSDO $3,766.12 Grant 

Total $4,516.12   

Renee 

Fundraiser Idea Projected Income Category Notes 

Panda Express $200.00 Fundraiser One-time fundraiser 

Hosting a Meet $720.00 Fundraiser One-time fundraiser/shared  

STEAM Event $100.00 Fundraiser Set up to be an annual event for the Girl 

Scout in the area 

 Description Total 

      

1 Electronics Components $1161.00 

2 Hardware Components $1010.95 

3 Motors Components $200.00 

4  Servo Components $327.50 

5 Raw Materials to make in-house Components $400.00 

 Total $3098.95 

   

Following is the “Cost To Rebuild” the Robot if there is an accident where we could not re-
pair the robot.  

Watching/listening to a video on claw 
design 

Working together 

February 22, 2023 

Funding and Expenses 

5 
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Our Outreach is still limited because of the  world wide pandemic and that there are not many events happening in 

the Titusville area. We did get to attend Girl Scout Recruitment, GS Leader Meeting, Drupal Conference,  Open 

house for the Mims STEM Camp, Veteran’s Memorial Service and  Women in Space Conference to let the public 

know how Gostalynn and our test robot works and about FIRST.  We did support a few Brevard county events. We 

have shared different parts of our robot’s journey online through Facebook, Twitter  and Instagram posts.  Our Fa-

cebook and website are open so all the public so all can see.  

 

We helped with the Ohana Girl Scout “Dinner in a Bag” project for our local Veterans so they have a great meal for 

the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. We help distribute the food to 26 different families. 

 

We enjoyed painting rocks for the Veterans Butterfly garden on Rock Pit Rd. 

Renee 

Delivering the Holiday Dinners 

Teaching the local Police 
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We reviewed several videos after watching the reveal and started with determining how high the tallest 

pole and if we needed to change our lift mechanism. We decided that our 4 bar lift would not work be-

cause it did not reach high enough, so we weighed the pros and cons between a linear slide and the scis-

sor lift.  The final decision was to use the linear slide because it took up less space and would move up 

and down faster than the scissor lift . We also decided to upgrade our current  gripper claw to pick up the 

cone since we understand how to use the servo 

and it was a simple push-pull mechanism to open 

and close the claw.  

We looked and the space between the  junction 

poles and ground junctions and determined that 

we needed to make our robot small enough to turn 

around between all the different elements so we 

could move any direction needed. 

Our robot has the following elements: 

• Five (5) motors, where the 4 Motors  are for drive which have encoders for running au-

tonomous, 1 to raise and lower the linear slide which also uses the encoders.. 

• Three (3) servos: 1 to grip or hold the cones, 1 to move the camera and 1 to move a spe-

cial arm used during the autonomous period. 

• Three (3)  touch sensor, 2 are used to determine the upper and lower limits of the linear 

slide so it does not go up and down too far and one to detect when we touch the pole using our spe-

cial arm during the autonomous period.  

• One (3) color sensors,  1 to detect the color alliance, 1 to detect starting position (right or left), 1 to de-

tect parking position in a signal zone or the closest terminal or substation . 

• One (1) external camera, used to detect which signal zone to park the robot 

• One (1) distance sensor the determine how close we are to the pole during the autonomous period. 

• One (1) blinkin lights which are used for visual  output of the functions being performed 
 

We are proud that throughout our season, our robot did not have any major structure issues, as we felt 

our design is simple and sound.  We did change the size of our claw to insure we could pick up our team 

marker and the cones before our first match. We did add a special arm to the robot during the autono-

mous function. 
 

 

We are using the blinkin lights to let us know which Signal 

Zone the robot will travel to, the lights also indicate the 

alliance side, as well as where in the autonomous pro-

gram the robot is processing. We are also using the blikin 

light during the teleop period to let drive 1 know what 

driver 2  is doing (opening or closing the claw and the linear slide is going up or down). 

Old robot is apart 
now ready to rebuild 

Elle 

Initial Claw Deign 
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 Linear Slide Lift      Scissor Lift            4 Bar 
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REV Expansion  
Controller Hub 

Lift Motor 

Distance Sensor 

Servo Phone 

Hardware connection and controller  

configuration 

Driver 2 Control Function 

Definition 

1. Raise and lower linear 

slide 

2. Open hand/claw 

3. Raise the arm 

4. Close hand/claw 

Before starting the robot programming we determined the functions 

of the controllers, as they define the functions to be programmed 

and performed by the robot.  We use two controller so that we have 

more team participation so, we separate the driving function from 

the game function (i.e. holding the cone or team marker and moving  

the cone up and down to the proper height of the junction pole). This 

provides a teamwork environment and more members participate in 

the matches. 

 

We defined the following major functions: 1) Clamping on the cone/

team marker;  2) Moving the linear slide up and down; 3) Controlling 

the drive motors for robot movement 

Elle 

Driver 1 Control Function Defini-

tion 

1. Turn right or left by using the 

Y-axis 

2. Strafe right or left by using 

the Y-axis and move forward/

backwards using the X-axis 

3. Move the phone to the left 

4. Move the phone to the right 

Driver 1 Control Function Layout 

2 1 

3 4 

Touch Lift Lower  

Color Alliance 

  REV Controller  
Hub 

Right Front  
Motor 

Arm Servo 

Left Front Motor 

Left Back Motor 

Claw Servo 

Blinkin Lights 

Touch Lift Upper 

Right Back  
Motor 

Color Start 

Color Parking 

February 22, 2023 

Outside Touch 

1 

2 

4 

Driver 2 Control Function Layout 

3 

Wires are stored in the frame  
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This year our chassis was designed to be able to maneuver between the 

junction poles and ground junctions with ease. We made the chassis size 

to be 12” x 17” so we can get around the power grid. The front wheels/

motor were assembled so they are a single ridged unit. This  provides a 

stiffer robot body. We stored all our robot’s 

wires in the two side channels to contain the 

wires so they could not get caught by any-

thing. This also make a slick looking robot. 

The wires are not too visible. Our biggest 

challenge was to make sure that the robot 

was under the 18” and still be able to reach 

high enough to put the cone on the tallest 

junction pole.  
 
 

We are using 4 NeveRest Orbital 3.7 Gearmotors on our wheels for speed and the 4” mecanum wheels for 

maneuverability on the field.  
   

We created our Team 

Markers out of various 

wood species as our 

team is know to have 

wooden parts , and we 

did not  want to disap-

point our fans. 

 

We have an extra brack-

et on the improved arm, 

now we 

will not 

fork the 

pole dur-

ing auton-

omous. 

Renee 

 

February 22, 2023 

Team Markers 

Finished Robot 

Special Arm for autono-

mous used to detect 

the junction pole so we 

can stop and place the 

cone on the pole. 
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Our “Lift” or Linear Slide Mechanism is a 4 stage system that will allows us to place a 

cone or our team marker on the tallest Junction Pole.  We have two touch sensors 

that are used as limit switches to stop the motors when the linear slide is fully extend-

ed or fully collapsed.  We are using an AndyMark 40 NereRest Motor with the motor 

brake engaged. The zero brake is used so when the power is at 0 (Zero) the motor does 

not move and the linear slide will stay place.  This allowed us to move the cones and 

place them  on any junction pole. Our biggest obstacle of the Linear Slide is the string 

getting caught up around the inside of the pulley. We added a green compliance wheel 

with a shield between the pulley and motor to keep the string from getting caught up 

in the inside of the inside of the pulley. We  added wire keepers to the side of the line-

ar slide to hold the  cable to the servo from getting hung up on the rest 

of the robot. 

Elle February 22, 2023 

 

// reset the timeout time and start motion. 

runtime.reset(); 

// Motor is setup reverse 

robot.lift_drive.setPower(speed); 

// keep looping while we are still active, and there is time left, and 

both motors are running. 

while (myOpMode.opModeIsActive() && (runtime.seconds() < 

timeoutS) && 

((robot.lift_drive.isBusy()) || 

(robot.lower_stop.getState() == TRUE || ro-

bot.upper_stop.getState() == TRUE))) { 

   waitForTick(100); 

} 

// Stop all motion; 

robot.lift_drive.setPower(robot.STOP_SPEED); 

 robot.lift_drive.setMode

(DcMotor.RunMode.RUN_WITHOUT_ENCODER); 

} 

Following is the code used during Teleop 

to control the slide movement: 
// Gamepad 2  // raise the arm up/down 

// up is negative  value  // down is positive value 

if ((gamepad2.right_stick_y < 0 && robot.upper_stop.getState() == TRUE) || 

(gamepad2.right_stick_y > 0 && robot.lower_stop.getState() == TRUE)){ 

// speed to a constant value 

if (gamepad2.right_stick_y < 0 ) { 

   // arm Up  // value is positive (motor is reverse) 

  lift_power = (float) gamepad2.right_stick_y; 

  robot.blinkin.setPattern(robot.patterndisplay.SKY_BLUE); 

  robot.lift_drive.setPower(-.90); 

 } else  if (gamepad2.right_stick_y > 0 ) { 

    // arm down  

lift_power = (float) gamepad2.right_stick_y; 

robot.lift_drive.setPower(.60); 

robot.blinkin.setPattern(robot.patterndisplay.YELLOW); 

} 

 

Following is the calculation used to 

move the arm during the autono-

mous for the different levels: 
if(position == 1.0) { 

// 5 inches up   

Countrev = (int)(robot.lift_PER_MOTOR_REV*1); 

} else if(position == 2.0) { 

  // 11 inches up   

  Countrev = (int)(robot.lift_PER_MOTOR_REV*2); 

 } else if(position == 3.0) { 

  // 18 inches up   

 Countrev = (int)(robot.lift_PER_MOTOR_REV*3); 

} else { 

//  all else go to the top 18 inches up 

Countrev = (int)(robot.lift_PER_MOTOR_REV*position); 

 } 

 currentarmTarget = robot.lift_drive.getCurrentPosition(); 

 // tick per revolustion divided by the number of degrees get the ticks per degree.... 

multiple by the number of degrees to be moved 

 newarmTarget = (int)currentarmTarget +  (int)((Countrev)*directionvalue); 

 // Turn On RUN_TO_POSITION 

robot.lift_drive.setMode(DcMotor.RunMode.RUN_TO_POSITION); 

 robot.lift_drive.setTargetPosition(newarmTarget); 

Compliance wheel 
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Our “Cone or Team Maker Gripper ”  Mechanism is multi-layered. Our pro-

totype was made of pine wood for sizing and fit. After creating our “Team 

Maker” we found that we needed to add two wood piece to the bottom of 

the claw so we could grip our open box.  When we proved that our con-

cept worked, we had 4  metal plates created to put on the top of each of 

the claw sections. The extra metal is to insured that the wood would not 

break if we ran into the field walls or another robot (accidently).  The “Cone 

Gripping” mechanism has proven to be reliable as we can pick up cone or 

any Team Marker that is under 3.5”. We cut green compliance wheels and 

added them to the gripping fingers so the cone or marker would not slip 

out while moving.  Our gripping mechanism uses a Rev Servo and move-

ment mechanism uses two bars to open and close the claw. 

 

Following is the 

code to manipulate 

the Claw : 

public void Hand (int direction, 
double timeoutS) { 

 
        int newPlatformArmTarget; 
        // going up 
        
        if (direction == 1) { 
            //close 
            robot.hand.setPosition(.2); 

 
        }  else  { 

            // open 
            robot.hand.setPosition(.8); 

        } 

    } 

Renee February 22, 2023 

Initial Drawing 

Prototype Claw 

Second claw design 

First claw design 

Claw inspiration 
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Initial drawing 
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We have two operational programs which run on the Rev Control Hub. We use Android Studio 

platform to build our program as you have more control over the functions available. The au-

tonomous program is “Autonomous1”  and the Teleop program is “PowerPlay” .  The  Autono-

mous program will survey the robot’s color sensor to determine the following: 1) The alliance 

color  (Red or Blue), starting  position  (Right or Left side of your alliance) and parking target  ( a 

signal zone or in the substation or terminal) . At the start of the Autonomous, the camera will 

sweep if needed to determine which signal zone to park in.  After much trials and issues we 

found the OpenCV software with April Tags to read the signal sleeve. After getting the OpenCV 

software to detected the color on the sleeve we still had issues that the sleeve was not al-

ways detected correctly. We are now using the April Tags which are black and white so, color 

is not an issue anymore. The robot’s blink’n lights will display yellow light if we are parking in 

zone 1, blue lights if parking in zone 2 and pink lights if parking in zone 3. This way we will vis-

ually know if the robot will park in the correct zone. We created two subfunctions within the 

autonomous program: One for Parking in the Signal Zones and the second for 

parking in the closest  Substation or Terminal based on the start position of 

right or left side of the field.  We have also updated our software so continually  

survey’s what the camera sees and updates the parking location. Now we will 

know before the robot starts to move it will be going to the proper zone. 

 

Following is the algorithm for our Drive subfunction: 

drive.encoder2Drive((speed).5,(forward/backwards) 0,(right/left)0 0,(sright/sleft) 1, 

(Inches to travel)21, (execution timeout)5); 

We have a special algorithm that determines the number of motor rotations 

for the distance we need to travel.  The distance calculation is based on the 

Ticks Per Revolution which is different for each motors type.  We also use the 

motor encoders to reach our destination  
            

static final double     DRIVE_GEAR_REDUCTION    = 1;         // This is < 1.0 if geared UP 
static final double     WHEEL_DIAMETER_INCHES   = 4.0 ;      // For figuring circumference 
           // Andymark 3.7 - 103.6   Andymark  40 - 1120    Andymaark 60 - 1680   Andymark 20  - 537.6 
static final double  COUNTS_PER_MOTOR_REV    = 103.6   ;    // eg: AndyMark Motor Encoder 
static final double  COUNTS_PER_INCH    = (COUNTS_PER_MOTOR_REV * DRIVE_GEAR_REDUCTION) / 
                                                                         (WHEEL_DIAMETER_INCHES * 3.1415); 
newLeftTarget =         robot.left_front.getCurrentPosition() +   ((int) (Inches * robot.COUNTS_PER_INCH)  * 1); 
newleft_backTarget = robot.left_back.getCurrentPosition() +  ((int) (Inches * robot.COUNTS_PER_INCH) * -1); 
newRightTarget =       robot.right_front.getCurrentPosition() +  ((int) (Inches * robot.COUNTS_PER_INCH) * 1); 
newright_backTarget = robot.right_back.getCurrentPosition() + ((int) (Inches * robot.COUNTS_PER_INCH) * -1); 

 
// keep looping while we are still active, and there is time left, and both motors are running. 
        while ((runtime.seconds() < timeoutS) && 
                ( robot.left_front.isBusy() && robot.right_front.isBusy() && 
                  robot.left_back.isBusy() && robot.right_back.isBusy())) { 
            waitForTick (5); 
        } 
 
 
 
 

February 22, 2023 

Camera 

Special arm used using  

autonomous to detect 

that the robot is next to 

the pole when strafing 

towards the junction 

pole  to place a cone. 

Special arm used using  

autonomous to detect 

that the robot is next to 

the pole when strafing 

towards the junction 

pole  to place a cone. 
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Following is the algorithm for our  special strafe Drive subfunction which uses the special arm to 

detect we are next to the junction pole: 

 while ((runtime.seconds() <= timeoutS) || ( robot.left_front.isBusy() && robot.right_front.isBusy() && 
                  robot.left_back.isBusy() && robot.right_back.isBusy()) || 
                (robot.inside_stop.getState() == TRUE)) { 
                 waitForTick (2); 
        } 

 

Following is the color sensor keys and blinkin light  settings used during autonomous 

mode: 

• Preset our alliance color (Red or Blue), parking position signal zone or substation/

terminal (Black or White) and starting position right or left  side of the field (Purple or 

Orange).  

 

 

• After the signal sleeve is detected the appropriate Signal Zone the lights will blink: 

Signal Zone 1 Yellow lights, Signal Zone 2 Blue lights and Signal Zone 3 Pink lights. 
 

Defined below shows 6 of  the 16 possibilities that the robot could travel during the au-

tonomous period. 

 

During the autono-

mous run we used 

the following algo-

rithm to move the linear slide to 

the proper position to place the 

cone on a junction pole: 

// Move the motor gear .125 rotation to move the 

arm up 5 inches 

 if(position == 1.0) Countrev = 0.125; 
// Move the motor gear .25 rotation to move the 
arm up 12 inches  
if(position == 2.0) Countrev = 0.25; 
//Move the motor gear .375 rotation to move the 

arm up  18 inches 
if(position == 3.0) Countrev = 0.375; 

newarmTarget = ro-
bot.arm_drive.getCurrentPosition() +   

(int)((robot.LIFT_COUNTS_PER_INCH *Countrev)*directionvalue); 

  // keep looping while we are still active, and there is time left, and both motors are running. 
  while (myOpMode.opModeIsActive() && (runtime.seconds() < timeoutS) && ((robot.lift_drive.isBusy()) || 
            (robot.lower_stop.getState() == TRUE || robot.upper_stop.getState() == TRUE))) { 
       waitForTick(100); 
} 

 
During our Teleop function we use the blinkin lights to let the drive team know what is going on.  If 

the Linear Slide going up or down (the lights are yellow or  sky blue), that the gripper is opening or 

closing (the lights are green or lime), and when you are in the end game (last 30 seconds)  the lights 

will strobe your alliance color . While none of these actions are happening the lights will be doing a 

heart beat blinking the alliance color.   

February 22, 2023 

Robot 

z

Left Side Op- Right Side Op-
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Our Game strategy is we talked to our alliance team to determine 

their strengths and compare them to our strengths to set a plan of 

action for the match. Using the strategy board we can map out a 

circuit path.  Our strengths are: 

• Running our Autonomous which detects the signal sleeve and 

travels the correct signal zone and places a cone a junction pole 

• Putting cones on any junction poles or ground junction 

• End game, putting the team marker wherever it is needed and 

parking in the appropriate terminal 

 

Gracious Professionalism  is a way of doing things that encourages high-quality 

work, emphasizes the value of others, the respect of  individuals and their com-

munity. We learn and compete with respect and kindness in the process.  

• We discover new things through the creation of our prototypes and trial and 

error. This year we learned how to use the OpenCV  and April Tags so we 

could use our own team sleeve for zone parking 

• We believe our Innovative idea is using color sensors to let the robot learn 

on it’s own the tasks to perform. The blinking lights let us know what robot 

is going to do (if the claw open or closed), (if the linear slide is going up or 

down) or when the two minutes has passed during teleop. During autono-

mous execution the lights will blink the zone color so we know if the robot is 

going to park in the correct zone.  

• We make an impact on others by sharing our experiences through our Social 

media – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and our Webpage. (All have over 1500 followers per platform) 

We have made our Engineering Notebooks and Engineering portfolios 

available for all to view from our webpage. 

• We make sure everyone on the team is included in our discussion 

• We work as a team to make us stronger 

• We all enjoy driving our robot, working with others and sharing all the 

things FIRST 

• We know that in DISCOVERY we learn new things, INNOVATION is 

when we improve on things that make an IMPACT on someone’s everyday life. We strive for INCLU-

SION to make our TEAMWORK better.    Most of all we want to have FUN. 

Ayla February 22, 2023 

Game strategy board Game strategy board 
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Our robot design consists of a drive mechanism, lifting mechanism, and a gripping  mechanism to pick 

up the cones and team markers.  Our team has learned how to use the OpenCV with April Tags so we can 

use our team sleeve to detect which signal zone to park in for the extra points. 

 

The biggest change was we sized down the robot for easy movement between the junctions (pole or 

ground). We use color sensors and markers so, the robot can learn what tasks are to be preformed  dur-

ing the autonomous period. We set up our markers after communicating with our alliance team for the 

match on their strengths and compare them with our strengths to set a plan of action for the match. 

Our strengths are: 

1. Placing cones at any position 

2. Putting our Team Marker on a junction pole 

3. Running our autonomous program and parking in the  appropriate signal zone 

4. Our autonomous program can place the cone on a pole junction 

 

We love to encouraging the FIRST LEGO Challenge team C.A.K.E. B.A.T.T.E.R.S.  and  

FIRST LEGO Explorer  team B.E.E.s teams as one day  

they will  be members of the  F.R.E.N.C.H. F.R.I.E.S. 

team. 

 

Some our friendly helper while 

building the linear slides. 

 

 

 

Our new  Chief Engineer 

We have one closing note, which is to Thank you for this year’s support and 

we are looking forward to next year!! 

Ayla February 22, 2023 

Strategy meeting before a 

match!! 
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Thank you for all your time and support for re-

viewing our Document!! 

 

You can find a copy of our Engineering 

Portfolio at  

http://girlscouteverywhere.org/sites/
default/files/ftc/2023Portfolio/Team%
207341-2022-2023EngineeringPortfolio.pdf 

 

You can find a copy of our Engineering 

Notebook at  

http://girlscouteverywhere.org/
sites/default/files/ftc/2023Notebook/2022-
2023Notebook.pdf 

February 22, 2023 Ayla, Elle, and Renee 


